Abstract-Class distribution in many informative datasets is highly imbalance. In high imbalance dataset there are large amount of negative samples and a small part of positives. It is difficult to classify imbalanced datasets. In this paper we propose an Ensemble Hierarchical Cluster-based Undersampling approach for classification of huge and extremely imbalance datasets. Hierarchical Clustering is used to remove negative samples which are dissimilar to positive samples. Ensemble technique collects results from multiple classifiers to predict class labels. Our experimental results show that our approach is very effective for the classification of extremely imbalanced datasets.
INTRODUCTION
In the recent years new technical methods made available very large informative datasets. Machine learning methods have been applied for analyzing of valuable datasets. Some of these datasets are concerned about biology, genetics and medicine that most of them are imbalanced. In an imbalanced dataset, the minority class has a small percent of all the samples, while the instances in majority class occupy a large part of all the samples [1] .
In many biology applications, we are faced with the challenging issue of extremely high imbalanced data where we may see one positive instance only after having seen thousands of negative instances [2] .
Classification imbalanced datasets are difficult due to classifiers trend to majority class while it is more important to correctly classify the minority class.
Literatures on class imbalance problem divided on several major groups of techniques. One algorithmic approach is Cost-sensitive learning that [3, 4, 5] using this technique. Cost-sensitive learning approach assumes the misclassification costs are known in a classification problem. A cost-sensitive classifier tries to learn more characteristics of samples with the minority class by setting a high cost to the misclassification of a minority class sample [6] . Undersampling and Over-sampling are two basic sampling methods. Sampling methods modify prior distribution of majority and minority class in the training set to obtain more balanced number of instance in each class [7] . Undersampling tries to reduce imbalance ratio by choosing subsets of majority class and preserved minority class. In Undersampling informative instances missing may happen therefore performance is reduced in classification. Random Under-sampling approach is simplest method in Undersampling. This method randomly selects subset of majority classes and use combination of them by all minority class to learn classifier. Distance is one metrics that use in Undersampling method. In some Under-sampling literatures, [8] introduced four distinct measure base of distance for selecting sample of majority class, farthest, nearest, average farthest, average nearest. In "farthest" and " nearest" obtain distance between minority class instances and all majority class instances, then for example in "nearest" select n samples from majority class which have smallest distance. Value of n depends on imbalance ratio which selected. In [9] Authors compared random Under-sampling with proposed methods in [8] .
Cluster-based Under-sampling approach [1, 2, 6] applied to solve skew problem in imbalanced data sets. In CPM algorithm proposed in [2] , first samples are divided in to several clusters. Then clusters which contain only instances from majority class are named pure-clusters and the other clusters are called non-pure-clusters. Partitioning continue until purity measure in child clusters is not larger than their parents. After that all samples from minority class are put in one group, finally classifiers are built based on a subset of training data which are placed in each non-pure cluster.
Over-sampling is other sampling method that reduces difference between numbers of majority samples with minority samples by generating new instances like minority samples. In contrast with Under-sampling, Over-sampling preserve all samples so we don't lost valuable data but computing cost is high, especially in huge imbalanced data sets. [10, 11] are two advanced Over-sampling approaches which make model from minority class by extracting probability distribution.
Ensemble-based method applied to classification problem to obtain better performance in weak classifier. Boosting [12, 13] , bagging [14, 15] , ensemble Cost-sensitive [16] approaches creating multi-classifiers from all instances then aggregate all their predictions for final forecast. One simple way for making final decision between all predictions is voting.
All methods have been mentioned before applied to correct disequilibrium distribution in imbalanced datasets. Another problem in some classification task is large amount of irrelevant features. Using feature selection is important to reduce classification error. In [17] mentioned that the most important objectives of feature selection are (a) to avoid over fitting and improve model performance, (b) to provide faster and more cost-effective models and (c) to gain a deeper insight into the underlying processes that generated the data.
Filter, wrapper and embedded methods have been performed for feature selection. In wrapper methods selected features applied to a classifier to evaluate its quality, while quality evaluation in filter method is independently from the classification technique. Embedded methods perform feature selection during learning of optimal parameters [18] .
In [18, 19] feature ranking methods were considered. Feature ranking methods may be divided to x2 statistic, ttest, Pearson's linear correlation coefficient, entropy based methods related to mutual information.
In this paper we propose a method to consider performance of machine learning algorithms for gene classification in the extremely imbalanced dataset. Gene classification has been used to predict function of gene. We offer new algorithm (EHCU) for data reduction on extreme imbalanced datasets. We perform ensemble hierarchical cluster-based under sampling method to remove none informative majority samples, also to extract meaningful samples from majority class. Classical classification methods try to build ideal classifier. Ensemble technique gives us potential power to improve prediction. We apply manifold feature ranking methods to obtain subsets of relevance features.
II. PROPOSED METHOD
Main idea in our proposed model is to reduce existing imbalance ratio in dataset. Numbers of negative samples are very higher than positive samples therefore we try to extract meaningful negative instances from all negative samples that had most effect in building classifier. Since positive samples are scarce, it is important to keep all of them in end decreased dataset. Clustering enable us to dividing samples in separate groups based on similarity between them. Our approach used clustering technique to segregate positive samples from negative samples. Since imbalance ratio in our dataset is very high, we used hierarchical clustering. Hierarchical Clustering can produce clusters, which are entirely consisting of only negative samples, and they are called unmixed cluster in iteration. In contrast to unmixed clusters, some clusters which are consist of both negative and positive instances called mixed cluster. In iteration of hierarchical clustering, all unmixed clusters are removing. Negative samples that exist in unmixed clusters are extremely dissimilar to positive samples. Removing unmixed clusters in hierarchical clustering led us to select informative negative samples which are important to distinguish decision boundary. Fig.1shows all steps involved in proposed method.
A. Hierarchical clustering
In first step, we used hierarchical clustering technique for dividing data set into K groups. By considering extremely imbalance ratio in our dataset, we select enough big value for K. For accomplish this aim, we separated unmixed clusters from mixed cluster, after that we utilized mixed clusters to start building classifiers. Desired clusters are mixed clusters which are contained at most two positive samples. In iterations we remove all unmixed clusters and continue clustering for mixed clusters. N iteration clustering and removing multiple mixed clusters from dataset, supply meaningful and important instances in some clusters which are named favorable mixed clusters. At the end of hierarchical clustering, M Favorable mixed clusters achieved. They are reliable repositories of informative samples for making true classifiers.
B. Sampling from favorable mixed clusters
Previous phase reduced imbalance ratio in most favorable mixed clusters in compare of entire data set, but still it is not good enough. Without performing under-sampling method on negative samples in clusters, we do not enable to build ideal classifier.
We consider two points for Under-sampling from negative samples:
I. Number of selected negative samples in each cluster
One of the key points for making classifier with good performance is the equal number of positive and negative samples. In our model maximum number of negative instances selected in each favorable mixed cluster is equal to all positive instances.
To specify exact number of negative samples which are selected from favorable mixed cluster, we used relation (1).
(1)
Number of negative samples in ith cluster is NNC i and W specify biggest cluster between all mixed clusters. Number of positive samples in entire data set defined by MI and also MI specifies number of negative samples which can be selected from ith mixed cluster.
II. Measure used for selecting negative samples
We want to perform best selection among negative samples in each mixed cluster. Number of selection (NNC is limited by MI. Therefore our approach select NNC number negative samples that have nearest distance to positive sample(s).In [6] introduced "random selection" and "NearMiss-2" methods as best techniques. We couldn't apply "NearMiss-2", because we don't have three positive samples in mixed cluster. Although random selection obtained good result but, the value of NNC is too small for choosing by random selection therefore we couldn't use it in our dataset.
C. Building classifier
The previous steps made M clusters (maximum MI) each of them offer one or two positive samples and NNC i negative samples. All samples produced in previous step used for learning classifier. We proposed two approaches for prediction.
I. Prediction based on one classifier, (HCU 1 )
This approach uses one classifier for prediction. By gathering all negative samples in each cluster that have the nearest distance to their positive sample, "NN" set is built. Learning instances for this classifier composed of all positive samples and sample of NN.
II. Prediction based on collective decisions from M+1 classifiers, (EHCU 2 )
In this approach, multiple classifiers attend to being prediction. M classifiers build according to M mixed clusters. Combination of all positive samples (MI) and NNC i negative samples that selected in sampling step from ith cluster, used as learning data for learn to ith classifier.ith classifier built according to ith cluster distinguishes part of decision boundary. For improving predication, MI/2numbers of NN samples select randomly then add them to learning samples of ith classifier, this task iterates M times. Adding all positive samples and meaningful negative samples from M-1 other clusters, led us to do better reorganization in decision boundary.
The decision boundary of each classifier which is trained is slightly different from the others. This diversity and overlapping can help to correct false-positive prediction.
M+1th classifier composed of all positive instances and all NN instances. Combination this classifier with other M classifier improve the performance.
D. Aggregation of results from classifiers (required for EHCU)
Majority vote is simplest way for decision making based of multiple results. In this method, class label dedicated to test sample which have most votes. Our method also using majority vote for getting final decision about class label of unseen sample.
III. DATASET
Our dataset is huge numerical matrix, includes 35472 rows that indicate gene regions in human genome and 898 columns which indicate features vector for each gene region. Matrix body contains value for every feature. Recent biological research confirms existing relevance between 24 specific genes with infection disease, so these are positive samples. We considered other 35448 genes that these didn't relevant to infection disease are negative samples. Our dataset contain two classes which number of one class is extremely higher than other class. Imbalance ratio in this 
IV. EXPERIMENT AND ANALYSIS
A. Validation 2 fold cross-validations performed for validation experiments. Proposed algorithm is performed on learning samples to make classifiers and then results obtained of test sample classification are used to validate classifier.
B. Evaluation criteria
For our experiments, we used five criteria, Accuracy=TP+TN/TP+FP+TN+FN, sensitivity=TP/TP+FN, specificity=TN/TN+FP and new combined measure that specially use in evaluation imbalanced dataset, is G-mean = sqrt (sensitivity * specificity) indicate the balance between majority and minority instances [7] . ROC curve applied for visual presentation of performance.
C. Classification Method Selection
This experiment was performed to select best classification method, which has the best performance. We applied 4 classification method, SVM linear kernel, SVM Gaussian kernel, KNN and Bayesian respectively. Table 1 show the value of accuracy for KNN method that is near 100 percent. But samples from minority class were not distinguished. Although Bayesian method approximately specifies minority samples but cannot diagnosis majority class, so SVM linear kernel and SVM Gaussian kernel have been selected as suitable classification methods.
D. Feature Selection Method
Analysis obtained results from before experiments shows the values of sensitivity and specificity measures near to chance level, so we performed feature selection method for improving classification performance. Entropy, Mutual Information, Pearson correlation coefficient and t-test are measures which commonly have been performed for feature ranking. Results obtained in [19] , offer two best feature ranking method, Mutual Information and Pearson linear correlation coefficient respectively. First we applied Mutual Information for ranking features. Relation (2) shows Mutual Information for x and y variables.
Suppose f as a feature and C to be a class label, MI(C, f) calculate Mutual Information between C and f. Mmi 3 measure prefer each feature which has highest MI with C. Fig. 2 shows variation in sensitivity and specificity by size of subset of features. Pearson linear correlation coefficient is second measure, have been performed for feature ranking. Relation 2 shows Pearson linear correlation coefficient between x and y variables.
For ranking each feature f by this measure, calculated relation (3) between each f and C. Mpcc 4 measure aggregated some features which have highest value for (f, C) to build feature subset. 
E. Expriment on Hepatitis dataset
In this experiment we use Hepatitis dataset. Hepatitis dataset is available in UCI Repository for Machine Learning [20] . Imbalance ratio and number of samples in this dataset is less than primary dataset, imbalance ratio is 3.8 and total instances are 155 samples. Table 2 shows results obtained of thisexperiment. Analysis of this result reveals our method could be used on datasets with different characteristic in imbalance ratio and number of samples.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper a method was proposed to reduce the highly imbalance ratio in dataset. This method by cooperate other machine learning techniques classified extremely imbalanced datasets. Hierarchical clustering in our algorithm supplied favorable clusters and Under-sampling technique used to select informative negative samples from them. Feature ranking methods could improve the performance of classifier. We aimed to build classifier which classified huge and extremely imbalanceddataset, with 76% accuracy, 79% sensitivity and 76% specificity. Our algorithm could perform on similar datasets.
For future work, we suggest to test our approach by other Under-sampling methods.
